
Abstract. Current treatments for metastatic breast cancer
(MBC) include palliation with chemotherapy and/or hormone
therapy, neither of which has the effect of adequately
improving survival. Local surgery to remove the primary breast
tumor is performed to improve local control and prevent
uncontrolled chest wall disease (UCD). From June 1962 to
February 2007, 344 patients with MBC were treated at National
Cancer Center Hospital. In our review of these cases, we
evaluated the prognostic impact of local surgery and other
clinicopathological features. One hundred and sixty patients
(47%) underwent resection of primary breast tumor, while 184
(53%) patients were treated without surgery. Overall survival
(OS) was prolonged in patients treated with surgery (p=0.049),
younger patients (age <50, p=0.023), and patients with bone or
soft tissue metastases (p=0.013). While surgery significantly
improved OS in young patients (p=0.021), it did not increase
OS in older patients (age >51, p=0.665) or patients with
visceral metastasis (p=0.797). This study demonstrated that
local surgery improved OS of patients with MBC; local
surgery should therefore be considered, especially in young
patients. Prospective studies are required to validate these
findings and evaluate the impact of surgical intervention.

Introduction

Recently, breast cancer became the most common cancer in
Japanese women; and its incidence continues to increase. The
incidence of metastatic breast cancer (MBC), defined as a
primary breast tumor with distant metastasis, is increasing,
comprising ~3% of newly diagnosed breast cancers in Japan,
which is similar to the 6% seen in the United States according
to the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER)

data. Treatment for breast cancer has also been progressing
rapidly. Surgical interventions have become significantly less
invasive with the introduction of breast-conserving therapy
and sentinel lymph node biopsy; systemic chemotherapeutic
agents have become increasingly safe and effective. Although
such treatments have made better control of MBC possible,
the therapeutic guidelines for MBC have not changed.
Palliative treatment remains standard care, utilizing systemic
therapy with chemotherapeutic, hormonal, and biologic agents
(1,2). Resection of the primary tumor was not considered
curative treatment; it has been used solely as local therapy to
prevent uncontrolled wall disease. Therefore, local surgery was
performed relatively late in treatment and only if the primary
tumor and metastases could not be reduced and controlled with
systemic therapy.

The possibility that surgical procedures improve the
survival of those patients has been reported retrospectively
(3-6); this issue is still hotly debated at major breast
conferences. The details of these studies, such as tumor
sensitivity to systemic therapy and timing of surgery with
respect to systemic treatment, were unclear. Improvements in
primary systemic therapies have increased the numbers of
MBC patients with resectable small primary tumors and
controllable metastatic lesions after treatment. With all of
these new developments, we need definitive guidelines for
the treatment of these patients. In this study, we evaluate
the efficacy of primary tumor resection at prolonging the
overall survival of MBC patients and analyzed the relation-
ship between response to surgery and clinicopathological
features.

Patients and methods

Patients and treatments. Records of all patients with meta-
static breast cancer (MBC) treated between June 1962 and
February 2007 at the National Cancer Center Hospital (NCCH)
was extracted from the database for inclusion in this retro-
spective study. Baseline information collected included patient
demographics, tumor characteristics (size, node status, histo-
logical characteristics, estrogen and progesterone receptor
status, and Her2/neu status), tumor site, number of metastases,
type and timing of operative intervention, and use of hormonal
therapy and chemotherapy. We classified patients into two
categories based on the age when primary treatment began;
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younger patient was defined as <50 years old, while older
included patients >51 years old. Sites of metastases were
categorized as bone and/or soft tissue (bone, lymph nodes) or
visceral (lungs, pleura, mediastinum, peritoneum, liver, and
brain) metastases. All patients were treated with some form of
systemic therapy, including chemotherapy and/or hormonal
therapy.

In later years of the study (only after 2002), trastuzumab
was administered to patients with tumors exhibiting HER2
overexpression. In the group who underwent surgery, surgical
procedures included Halstead operation, modified radical
mastectomy and breast conserving surgery with axillary
dissection and simple mastectomy without axillary dissection.
All primary breast tumors were removed completely. Time to
surgery was calculated from the date in which primary
treatment begun.

Metastatic involvement was determined by physical
examination, biochemical analysis, and initial routine imaging
procedures before or within one month of beginning primary
treatment. Bone scans alone were not considered diagnostic
of bone involvement. Abnormalities seen on bone scan were
confirmed by radiography. Liver involvement was determined
by computed tomography or ultrasound findings consistent
with metastases. Pleural or peritoneal involvement was deter-
mined by positive cytology of effusion fluid and appropriate
imaging studies. Cervical or contralateral lymph node
involvement was classified as distant soft tissue metastases.
Chest wall recurrence was excluded from soft tissue
metastases.

Evaluation of pathological factors. Surgical specimens were
sectioned at 7-10 mm for evaluation of the pathological
response by pathologists. Expression levels of ER (1D5,
Dako Cytomation), PgR (1A6, Novocastra), and HER2
(HercepTest®, Dako Cytomation) were examined by immuno-
histological staining. ER and PgR were classed as positive
when >10% of cancer cell nuclei exhibited positive staining,
regardless of intensity. HER2 was scored as follows: (0),
negative for cells; (1+), slightly positive in >10% of cancer
cells; (2+), moderately positive in >10% of cancer cells; and
(3+), markedly positive in >10% of cancer cells. Immuno-
histochemistry (IHC) with scores of (2+) or (3+) were defined
as HER2-positive.

Statistical analysis. Overall survival (OS) was calculated
from the date upon which treatment was initiated to the date
of death or last visit. Kaplan-Meier plots and log-rank test
were used to assess differences in survival. All comparisons
were two-tailed. Cox-proportional hazards models were fit
for OS. P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

The medical records of 344 MBC patients treated at NCCH
were reviewed in this study. Table I lists patient character-
istics. The median age at initiation of primary treatment was
54 years (28-82). We evaluated 141 (41%) young patients
<50 years of age and 203 (59%) older patients >51 years of age.
Sixty-six (19%) patients were diagnosed between 1962-1980,
62 (18%) between 1981-1990, 96 (28%) between 1991-2000,

and 120 (35%) between 2001-2007. Clinical tumor size at
diagnosis was assessed as T1 in 21 (6%), T2 in 60 (17%), T3
in 53 (15%), and T4 in 208 (60%) patients. ER, PgR, and
HER2 positivity was detected in 106 (31%), 87 (25%), and
84 (24%) patients, respectively. The ER/PgR and HER2
status of 137 (40%) and 149 (43%) patients, respectively,
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Table I. Patient characteristics and Cox proportional hazard
model for overall survival.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Parameters No. of patients Hazard ratio

(%) (95% CI)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Age, median (range) 54 (28-82)

≥51 203 (59) 1.00
≤50 141 (41) 0.87 (0.77-0.98)

Period of diagnosis
1962-1980 66 (19) 1.00
1981-1990 62 (18) 0.87 (0.69-1.07)
1991-2000 96 (28) 0.95 (0.78-1.15)
2001-2007 120 (35) 0.85 (0.69-1.03)

Clinical T stage
T1 23 (6) 1.00
T2 60 (17) 0.92 (0.65-1.41)
T3 53 (15) 1.01 (0.70-1.54)
T4 208 (60) 1.11 (0.82-1.63)

Estrogen receptor
Positive 106 (31) 1.00
Negative 100 (29) 1.12 (0.93-1.33)
Unknown 138 (40) 1.25 (1.07-1.46)

Progesterone receptor
Positive 87 (25) 1.00
Negative 120 (35) 1.10 (0.92-1.30)
Unknown 137 (40) 1.28 (1.10-1.50)

HER2
Positive 84 (24) 1.00
Negative 111 (32) 0.96 (0.80-1.14)
Unknown 149 (43) 1.13 (0.96-1.31)

Site of metastases
Bone/soft tissue 169 (49) 1.00

Visceral 175 (51) 1.16 (1.03-1.29)

Chemotherapy
Yes 315 (88) 1.00
No 29 (12) 1.21 (0.96-1.48)

Hormone therapy
Yes 172 (50) 1.00
No 146 (42) 0.90 (0.75-1.09)
Unknown 26 (8) 1.64 (1.22-2.13)

Local surgery
No 184 (53) 1.00
Yes 160 (47) 0.89 (0.79-1.00)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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were unknown. Bone and/or soft tissue and visceral meta-
stases were present in 169 (49%) and 174 (51%) patients,
respectively.

Three hundred and fifteen (88%) patients received chemo-
therapy, while 172 (50%) patients received hormonal therapy.
Local surgery was performed for 160 (47%) patients. Surgical
procedures included Halstead operation (n=101, 63%),
modified radical mastectomy (n=34, 21%) and breast
conserving surgery (n=4, 3%) with axillary dissection, and
21 patients (13%) underwent simple mastectomy without
axillary dissection. All primary breast tumors were removed
completely. One hundred and fifty (94%) of which underwent
local surgery as primary therapy. The other patients under-
went local surgery to avoid uncontrolled chest disease at late
period of treatment when the primary tumors were
regrowing. Local radiation after surgery was not used. There
were patients without local surgery who underwent local
radiation therapy.

Median follow-up time was 33 months (95% confidence
interval, 29.2-38.0 months). We plotted overall survival on
Kaplan-Meier curves of the patient cohort according to each
parameter (Fig. 1). OS was significantly prolonged in patients
receiving surgery [surgery vs. no surgery, median survival
time (MST): 27 vs. 22 months, p=0.049], younger patients
(younger vs. older, MST: 28 vs. 22 months, p=0.023), and
patients with bone/soft tissue metastasis (bone/soft tissue vs.
visceral, MST: 29 vs. 21 months, p=0.013). Hormonal therapy
was also associated with improved OS (Fig. 1). Patients
receiving hormonal therapy had a better prognosis than those
who did not receive hormonal therapy. Chemotherapy was
not associated with an improved OS. ER, PgR, and HER2
status, clinical tumor size, and period of diagnosis had no
significant effects on OS (Table I).

The demographics and tumor characteristics of MBC
patients treated with or without surgery are compared in
Table II. Patients who underwent surgery tended to be younger
(p=0.02) and were diagnosed earlier in the study period
(p<0.0001) than patients who did not undergo surgery. Clinical
tumor size did not differ between the two groups (p=0.39).
Patients with bone/soft metastasis (p<0.0001) or those who
received hormonal therapy (p=0.05) were more likely to
undergo surgery. There was no significant factor to predict
survival in multivariate analysis (data not shown).

Fig. 2 displays Kaplan-Meier curves describing the OS of
patient cohorts who received local surgery or no surgery as
classified according to age and site of metastases. Surgery
was associated with a better prognosis in younger patients
(surgery vs. no surgery, MST: 35 vs. 24 months, p=0.021).
However, local surgery did not improve OS in older patients
(p=0.665) and those with visceral metastases (p=0.797) and
bone/soft tissue metastasis (p=0.095).

Discussion

The treatment of MBC has traditionally been palliative care
with chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, and radiation therapy.
According to the Hortobagyi algorithm (7), hormonal
therapy is chosen as the first therapy for hormone receptor-
positive MBC without visceral metastases. If MBC is
hormone receptor-negative or resistant to hormone therapy,
chemotherapy is used, but has the possibility of severely
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Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival for MBC patients: (A)
comparison of local surgery and no surgery; (B) comparison of younger
(≤50) and older patients (≥51); (C) comparison of bone/soft tissue and
visceral metastases; (D) comparison of hormone therapy and no hormone
therapy.
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impacting quality of life. Current anti-tumor drugs, such as
the anthracyclines and taxanes, are quite effective, as are
molecularly targeted drugs such as trastuzumab. Using these
drugs, the response rate of patients with locally advanced
breast cancer was 80-90%; many primary breast cancers were
reduced and resected in breast-conserving surgery (8,9). Other
effective agent with fewer side effects, such as aromatase
inhibitors and oral 5-fluorouracil, can prevent further disease
progression, keeping patients stable and maintaining their
quality of life for extended periods. Therefore, the control
and/or reduction of both primary and metastatic lesions using
systemic therapies has improved the living conditions of
patients with MBC.

Surgery for breast cancer has also become safer and less
invasive with the advent of improved surgical techniques
and diagnosis, such as breast-conserving surgery and sentinel
lymph node biopsy (10-12). These surgeries have few com-
plications. However, several intensive chemotherapies have
destructive high-grade and long-term side effects. Moreover,
chemotherapy needs to be continued. According to the
Hortobagyi algorithm, minimal surgery performed early in
the treatment of MBC does not negatively impact quality of
life. We need to evaluate prospectively the difference
between local surgery and intensive chemotherapy. As
studies have also demonstrated that local surgery for
MBC avoids uncontrolled chest disease (13), local surgery
for MBC should be discussed with patients as early as
possible.
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Table II. Patient characteristics by surgery group.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Parameters No. of pts (%) Surgery P-value

no surgery
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Age, median (range)

<50 119 (59) 84 (41)
>51 65 (46) 76 (54) 0.02

Period of diagnosis
1962-1980 8 (12) 58 (88)
1981-1990 8 (13) 54 (87)
1991-2000 53 (55) 53 (45)
2001-2007 115 (96) 5 (4) <0.0001

Clinical T stage
T1 12 (57) 9 (43)
T2 29 (48) 31 (52)
T3 23 (43) 30 (57)
T4 119 (57) 89 (93) 0.39 

Site of metastases
Bone/soft tissue 67 (40) 102 (60)

Visceral 116 (67) 58 (33) <0.0001

Hormonal therapy
Yes 84 (49) 88 (51)
No 89 (61) 57 (39)
Unknown 11 (42) 15 (58) 0.05

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Figure 2. Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival in the local surgery and
no surgery groups: (A) younger patients (≤50); (B) older patients (≥51); (C)
bone/soft tissue metastases; (D) visceral metastases.
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We evaluated the efficacy of local surgery in MBC patients
treated at NCCH through a comprehensive chart review. The
medical oncologists currently follow the principles of MBC
treatment outlined by the current National Cancer Institute
(NCI) guidelines (1). Only rarely do MBC patients undergo
local surgery; the aims of such surgeries were to avoid
uncontrolled chest disease late in treatment. From 1960 to
1990, however, early primary tumor resection was significantly
more common because there were far fewer effective drugs. In
addition, there were patients who were discovered to have
MBC immediately after surgery for the primary lesion,
because in those days we could not examine and get the results
of tests for metastases immediately. Therefore, it was more
common for MBC patients diagnosed in previous decades to
undergo local surgery. While this retrospective cohort study
has several selection biases, the results demonstrate an efficacy
of local surgery in MBC similar to previous studies.

Moreover, in our data many patients with local surgery
treated in the early period of the study when we could not use
effective chemotherapy (taxane and/or anthracycline), these
active local surgery prolonged survival. However, in
previous studies the time of surgeries were unclear. The time
of local surgery is important to decide and consider the
strategy of treatment for MBC patients. We think that the
active local surgeries which prolong survival and prevent
uncontrolled chest disease should be performed relatively
early because treatment after a series of chemotherapy and
radiation therapy, primary lesion becomes large and a more
invasive surgical procedure is needed. The less invasive
surgery can be performed in the time when the effective
chemotherapy makes the primary lesion smaller. We also
examined the efficacy of early local surgery, however,
analysis of patients receiving early surgery did not reach
statistically significant levels.

Of other clinicopathological features, age at diagnosis and
site of metastasis were significantly predictive of improved
OS for MBC patients. As expected the overall survival of
young patients or patients with bone metastases was longer
than old patients or with visceral metastases. In additional
analysis, there was a clear benefit of local surgery especially
for younger patients <50 years old. In older patients, there
was no survival benefit of local surgery. These results
demonstrate the possibility to change the strategy of treatment
for stage IV breast cancer by age. The difference reported in
previous studies (3-6) was not significant for patients with
bone and soft tissue metastasis compared with those with
visceral metastases. Almost all long-term survivors who
underwent local surgery were younger patients with bone
and/or soft tissue metastases who went into complete remission
following systemic therapy.

We previously reported that MBC patients who had
complete remissions at metastatic sites following systemic
therapy had a better prognosis in comparison to other patients
(14). The number of controllable patients with a good
prognosis will hopefully increase with the effective new anti-
tumor drugs such as trastuzumab (8). In this study, it was
difficult to establish a relationship between overall survival and
hormonal therapy or hormone receptor expression because
the data from patients treated at the beginning of the study
period lacked sufficient information.

Herein we report that local surgery improved overall
survival in MBC patients. This effect was especially notable
in patients <50 years. In addition, patients with bone and/or
soft tissue metastases had a better prognosis. In other
metastatic cancer types, several studies have reported the
efficacy of primary tumor debulking surgery (15-18). Almost
all of these reports were retrospective studies; only one
prospective report indicated a benefit of surgery in renal
cancer patients (17). In addition, there is a report that self-
seeding from primary cancer decides the incidence and
growth of metastatic disease (19). However, the biological
mechanisms underlying such a response remain unclear.

The aim of local surgery was to avoid uncontrolled chest
disease late in treatment. However, in late period of treatment
local surgery becomes relatively invasive for complete
resection because the primary tumor is regrowing. We think
the primary tumor can be removed less invasively in early
period of treatment when the primary tumor is reduced by
effective systemic therapy. Additional cases and prospective
studies are required to investigate the biological under-
pinnings of treatment to better understand the appropriate
treatment for metastatic cancer.
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